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BLOGWEEDS 
An occasional weedly hog blog of trotters tales! 

Trot on! 

It’s over two weeks since the Hogweed Trot - how time flys (or runs!)


It was great to see so many runners and clubs return after a couple of years 
in the wilderness.


During the early stage of the race we even had a pair of horses take part  - 
not the kind of trot we had in mind!


With the prospect of the race turning into a pantomime I did shout “there’s 
a horse behind you” to the runners up front -, however nothing too dramatic 
occurred, and the horse & rider proceeded safely on their merry way in the 
opposite direction.


About 5k into the race the Turkish Delight I’d eaten approximately 30 
minutes before the race, became less delightful by the minute as a bout of 
stitch threatened to derail my efforts at Rangeworthy.


Thankfully support from a few locals and encouragement from the fabulous 
marshals gave me a welcome boost.


On the last leg it was great to get support from Rach & Huggy, cheering us 
on as they marshalled the final point before the finish.


Stumbling over the finish line was a relief but also a pleasure to take part in 
the clubs flagship event. 


Although it wasn’t a PB for me, it was my second best effort over the three 
that I’ve done, so I was more than chuffed with the result.


The medals presented afterwards were superb and weighed a tonne.


I think Rach might take mine to her next kettle bell session at Blast Fitness!


If you haven’t seen the results already, please take a look here to see some 
fabulous times!


https://hogweedtrotters.co.uk/hogweed-trott-10k-2022-results/
https://hogweedtrotters.co.uk/hogweed-trott-10k-2022-results/
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Ultra Soundbites 

Midweek saw the return of Out & Back - a running bullet which I 
managed to dodge!


However I did make it to the club in time for a beer and nibbles, 
and settle down to listen an amazing talk on Ultra Running with our 
guest speakers Richard Lawrence, Liz Buffy Jones and Stu Wilkie.


Tales of the unexpected were told of getting lost along canals, 
binging on salt tablets, running in the dark and hallucinations of 
amongst others Darth Vader!


Some excellent tips on pre race planning (or zero planning 
depending on the speaker!), food intake, favourite events, the 
mental as well as physical challenge ultra running entails and also 
the camaraderie amongst the ultra running community.


I’m sure Rich, Buffy and Stu can provide more tips and tricks of the 
trade if your considering taking up ultra running.


There’s a link I’ve found here to Ultra Running Magazine that may 

The Stravasphere  

A quick glance across Strava indicates what a busy couple of weeks Hogweeders have had.


Whether running 🏃  , cycling 🚴  , walking 🚶  or even a blast in gym 🏋  we’ve all been out enjoying 
ourselves - no more so than Kev Rawlins who took time out in France to do some Iron Man training, ready 
for the event in California later this year (or maybe he’s auditioning for Iron Man in the next movie!).


With the Hogweed Trot receding into the rear view mirror, we turn our attention to the Cotswold Relay. 


Over the last two weeks I’ve receed (is that a word!) Legs 4 and 6 in order to get fit for leg 5.


It’s been really enjoyable running off road, and it certainly requires a different mind set. You really need to 

keep your wits about you, with tree routes, slippery stones and even my nemesis the dreaded cows 🐮  to 
take into consideration.


Not forgetting the weather - only a week separated leg 4 and 6, however we spent a majority of leg 4 from 
Stroud to Dursley on a  “Misty Mountain Hop” - to coin a Led Zeppelin song title!


It was great fun though and the photos show how lucky we are to have such beautiful running terrain on our 
doorstep.

https://ultrarunning.com
https://hogweedtrotters.co.uk/events/cotswold-relay/
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